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November 16, 2014, marked 20 years since Ukraine joined the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT)
as a non-nuclear-weapon state, relinquishing the nuclear arsenal it inherited from the Soviet Union.
Today, the nuclear renunciation of Ukraine, along with those of Belarus and Kazakhstan, is hailed as
a great contribution to the cause of nuclear nonproliferation. This accomplishment is all the more
laudable considering the unprecedented challenges created by the demise of the nuclear
superpower and the ambiguous status of the nuclear armaments left on the territory of its nonRussian successors.
Of the three successors, Ukraine followed the most difficult path to the NPT, fraught with contention
and acrimony. Soon after the breakup of the Soviet Union, Ukraine’s initial commitment to
denuclearization gave way to a more cautious treatment of its nuclear inheritance. Ukraine’s claim to
rightful ownership of nuclear weapons, based on its status as a legal successor to the Soviet Union
on par with Russia, became the most controversial aspect of its disarmament negotiations with
Russia and the United States.
This article examines the origins and development of this claim. Contrary to conventional wisdom,
the claim to nuclear ownership did not arise solely or even primarily from a desire by Ukraine to
leverage its bargaining position and exert financial compensation and security guarantees from
Russia and the West. Instead, it originated as a challenge to Russia’s privileged status as the sole
nuclear heir of the Soviet Union and an attempt to reconstitute relations with Moscow on the basis of
formal equality.
From Renunciation to Ownership
One Saturday in April 1986, after an unexpected power surge, a reactor at the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant in northern Ukraine burst into flames, exposing millions of unsuspecting people across
northeastern Europe to plumes of radioactive material. The Chernobyl accident also exposed the
negligence of the Soviet leadership, which led to the explosion, and its duplicity, which was evident
in its handling of the aftermath. In the years that followed, the accident spurred widespread antinuclear sentiment that became an integral part of Ukraine’s pro-independence movement: “antinuclear” became synonymous with “anti-Soviet.”[1]
At the same time, due to the secrecy and centralization of Soviet strategic military affairs, very few
Ukrainians knew that the world’s third-largest nuclear arsenal was located on their territory.[2] Those
privy to the knowledge included political leaders who viewed the centralized control of the strategic
systems as an impediment to Ukraine’s drive away from Moscow. In the words of prominent diplomat
Volodymyr Vasylenko, “By being a nuclear power [Ukraine] could not have full independence.”[3]
These considerations led Ukraine to proclaim its intention to become a neutral state and “adhere to
three non-nuclear principles: not to receive, develop or acquire nuclear weapons” in the Declaration
of Sovereignty passed by the Ukrainian parliament, the Rada, on July 16, 1990.[4] The declaration
also affirmed Ukraine’s right to form its own military and conduct an independent foreign policy. In
an attempt to act out this right and “remind the outer world of its existence,” Ukraine asked to join
the NPT as a non-nuclear-weapon state prior to the 1990 NPT Review Conference.[5] Moscow
thwarted this attempt due to the perception that participation in a major international regime by a
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Soviet republic would exacerbate decentralizing tendencies within the Soviet Union.[6]

The events of August 1991 radically altered the context within which Ukraine was to decide its
nuclear future. The failed coup of August 19, attempted by conservative Soviet military and security
apparatchiks, highlighted the defenselessness of Ukraine, a self-proclaimed sovereign state with only
the republican police to protect it from the Soviet military behemoth. On August 24, the Rada passed
the Declaration of Independence, which marked the birth of Ukrainian statehood. More than anything
else, the document conveyed a profound sense of insecurity with its opening words: “Proceeding
from the mortal danger that gripped Ukraine during the coup d’etat in the USSR.”[7]
Not accidentally, the very next bill passed by the Rada was a resolution subordinating all military
units located on Ukraine’s territory to the Rada and ordering the establishment of the Ukrainian
Defense Ministry and national armed forces.[8] Subsequently, Ukraine claimed ownership of all
property and financial assets on its territory formerly belonging to the Soviet Union.[9] The problem
was that some of these military units and properties were associated with the Soviet nuclear
complex.
As the crumbling of the union became irreversible, Ukraine began negotiating its relationship with a
fellow country striving for democracy, the Russian Federation led by Boris Yeltsin. This new Moscow
held the promise of a partnership based on equality rather than domination. In September 1991,
Yeltsin declared that Russia was no longer an empire, saying that it would be an “equal among
equals.”[10] Kyiv’s pro-independence politicians, including moderate nationalists who saw Ukraine as
a European country and feared that Moscow’s long tradition of dominating Ukraine would continue,
thought this equality should apply in all respects, including the right to Soviet succession.
This new stance was first articulated by Vyacheslav Chornovil, the leader of the national-democratic
Rukh party, who issued a statement in September 1991 stressing that Ukraine, like Russia and other
republics, was the “rightful heir to all the material and technical resources, including weapons, of the
former Soviet Union.”[11] The fate of Ukraine’s nuclear inheritance, he maintained, should be
decided through treaties with “nuclear states.” Meanwhile, the existence of nuclear weapons in
Ukraine, coupled with its aspiration to relinquish them, would serve as “a good incentive” for the
creation of its independent armed forces, as well as for international recognition of Ukraine “as a
fully fledged subject of international law.”[12]
Collective Insecurity
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As Chornovil had understood, the establishment of Ukraine’s national army was a daunting task. It
encountered formidable resistance from the command of the Soviet military, the only central Soviet
institution still intact in late 1991. With about one million troops on its territory formally under oath
to Moscow, the new Ukrainian state had to decisively secure their loyalty. Preserving unified control
over strategic armaments was a technical and political necessity. Yet, the label “strategic”
encompassed not only nuclear warheads, but also the vast research and development,
communications, and intelligence infrastructure; air defense systems; and the troops of the 43rd
Rocket Army and 46th Air Army associated with the strategic arsenal. What kind of independence
would Ukraine achieve, after all, if part of its military remained subordinated to Moscow?
As it turned out, the expectation that nuclear weapons would prompt international recognition of
Ukraine could not have been farther from reality. The United States stated explicitly that it opposed
any possibility of independent control over nuclear armaments by non-Russian republics. U.S.
Secretary of State James Baker insisted that Soviet nuclear weapons remain under “safe, responsible
and reliable control with a single unified authority,” the precise nature of which was for “Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Belarus, and any common entity to determine.”[13] Indeed, the United States
granted Ukraine diplomatic recognition only after such unified control was formally preserved in the
form of the Joint Strategic Command (JSC) of the newly created Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS).
Nevertheless, the nuclear settlement reached at the CIS founding meetings in December 1991 was
highly ambiguous. It envisioned a kind of nuclear umbrella to provide for the collective security of all
members of the commonwealth. Ukraine committed to eventually transferring all tactical and
strategic nuclear weapons to Russia. Until that time, it undertook some obligations traditionally
associated with nuclear-weapon states, such as adherence to the no-first-use principle and
commitment not to transfer nuclear weapons to other states.[14] Agreements spoke of joint
command and control, but said nothing of who possesses the weapons.
The moderate nationalist members of the Rada, however, opposed any idea of a collective security
arrangement with Russia. As Ivan Zayets, a Rukh member of the Rada security and defense
committee, argued, a collective security system with Russia would hinder Ukraine’s prospects to
“integrate…into the world economy and world civilization.”[15] Thus, although Ukraine joined the
JSC, it steered clear of every other CIS security commitment.
Unsurprisingly, the JSC soon proved unworkable. Principled differences over the role of the CIS,
mixed loyalties, and overlapping chains of military command erupted in a series of incidents late in
early 1992. In one of the incidents, crews loyal to Moscow flew six SU-24 strategic bombers out of a
Ukrainian air base to Russia. In response, Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk on March 12 halted
the transfer of tactical nuclear weapons to Russia and moved to establish “administrative control”
over strategic forces, obligating all troops to take a Ukrainian military oath.[16] Although the transfer
later resumed and was completed within the agreed time, the disputes over the status of strategic
forces were to plague negotiations with Ukraine until the very end.[17]
Succession Without Possession
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Meanwhile, the historic Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) signed by the United States and the
Soviet Union on July 31, 1991, was cast into dubious legal territory as one of its signatories no longer
existed. Ukraine and Kazakhstan, although not Belarus, insisted that they should become parties to
the treaty. Despite Russian objections, the United States decided to go along with these demands. In
May 1992 in Lisbon, the United States, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus signed a protocol
making the latter three countries parties to START “as successor states” of the Soviet Union.[18]
Lest this should be construed as the right of the non-Russian republics to claim those strategic
armaments not subject to START reductions, Article 5 of the Lisbon Protocol obligated them to join
the NPT as non-nuclear-weapon states “in the shortest possible time.”[19] Until then, the weapons
were to remain under the control of a single unified authority.
The protocol did not specify the nuclear status of the non-Russian republics before they joined the
NPT, and diplomatic notes submitted at the signing in Lisbon revealed that Russia and Ukraine had
very different opinions on the issue. The Ukrainian note claimed that Ukraine voluntarily renounced
its legitimate right to possess nuclear weapons as an equal successor of the Soviet Union and, in
exchange, the country would demand security guarantees from the nuclear-weapon states.[20] The
Russian Foreign Ministry stressed that Russia considered Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine “nonnuclear weapons states at the moment of the signing of the Protocol.”[21]
In mid-1992, Ukraine commenced negotiations with the United States on security guarantees. By the
end of that year, however, it became clear that the United States was not prepared to make any
binding security commitments to Ukraine beyond political assurances extended to all NPT nonnuclear-weapon states or pledged in other multilateral instruments such as the UN Charter and the
Helsinki Final Act.[22] Moreover, neither security assurances nor financial aid and compensation for
denuclearization would be forthcoming until Ukraine joined the NPT.[23]
Meanwhile, the perceived threat of border revisionism by Russia grew. Moscow’s involvement in the
conflicts in Transnistria and the Caucasus, as well as its support for Crimean separatism, ran counter
to the democratic equality Yeltsin once promised. To Ukraine’s demands for security guarantees,
Russia responded that it would respect Ukraine’s borders only “within the borders of the CIS,” a
formulation Ukraine rejected because that demand effectively made its territorial integrity hostage
to membership in the CIS.[24]
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By February 1993, Ukraine had become the only signatory not to ratify the START-Lisbon package.
Kravchuk submitted it to the Rada in November 1992, but the vote was repeatedly postponed.
Decried as Ukraine’s backtracking on its commitments, the lack of progress in denuclearization
landed Kyiv in complete international isolation. Bereft of allies and threatened by Russia, Ukraine
redoubled its insistence on nuclear ownership.
From Ownership to Renunciation
The claim of nuclear ownership crystallized as the main focus of Ukraine’s position by early 1993.
The Ukrainian Foreign Ministry reported that Ukrainian-Russian nuclear negotiations were at an
impasse because of principled differences on nuclear ownership and the status of strategic forces on
Ukrainian territory.[25] That July, the Rada passed a set of foreign policy principles, claiming
pointedly that, “as a result of historical events, Ukraine became the owner of nuclear weapons.”[26]
Russia unsurprisingly construed this as a unilateral declaration of nuclear status.[27]
Within Ukraine, the right to nuclear ownership, which stemmed from insistence on legal equality with
Russia, was translated into two main narratives.[28] Kravchuk and the Foreign Ministry employed it
to substantiate Ukraine’s entitlement to financial and political compensation for relinquished state
property of strategic significance.[29] They maintained that Ukraine’s nuclear ownership did not
contradict the NPT since the country did not aspire to operational control over its weapons.30 Some
senior Rada members, however, considered it the basis for retaining the 46 SS-24 missiles that were
not subject to START reductions. Under this approach, Ukraine’s complete nuclear disarmament
would be achieved through further treaties and in conjunction with reductions by other nuclear
possessors.[31]
When the Rada finally voted on START in November 1993, it was this second narrative that found
expression in its extensive reservations. The ratification bill, citing the 1983 Vienna Convention on
the Succession of States, claimed that “all property of the strategic and tactical nuclear forces on
Ukrainian territory, including nuclear warheads, is the state property of Ukraine.”[32] The Rada
upheld proportional reductions under START, amounting to 36 percent of delivery vehicles and 42
percent of warheads, and proclaimed itself not bound by Article 5 of the Lisbon Protocol obligating
Ukraine to join the NPT in the shortest possible time.[33]
Despite its initial outrage, the Clinton administration decided to engage in active diplomacy to
mediate the crisis. In January 1994, this effort yielded the Trilateral Statement signed by the
presidents of Russia, Ukraine, and the United States, pledging unconditional security assurances,
technical assistance, and compensation for the highly enriched uranium contained in strategic and
tactical weapons. In doing so, Moscow and Washington effectively recognized Ukraine’s claim that
relinquishing its nuclear weapons entitled it to compensation. In a subsequent letter urging the Rada
to remove its reservations, Kravchuk underscored the political significance of the trilateral process,
in which Ukraine engaged in negotiations with Russia and the United States as a “fully fledged and
equal partner.”[34]
In February 1994, the Rada granted full ratification to the START-Lisbon package, restoring the link
with the NPT. In November 1994, the Rada ratified the NPT, also with reservations.[35] Although it
continued to insist on the ownership of the weapons it was relinquishing and pointed to the
shortcomings of the NPT in capturing Ukraine’s unique situation, the main focus of the reservations
was the inadequacy of the security commitments Ukraine was receiving in return.[36] These
commitments were formalized on December 5, 1994, in a memorandum signed by Russia, Ukraine,
the United Kingdom, and the United States in Budapest at the summit of the Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Europe.[37]
Security assurances pledged by the nuclear-weapon states in the Budapest Memorandum remained
substantively unchanged from what the United States brought to the negotiating table in 1992. They
included negative and positive nuclear security assurances and commitments to respect Ukraine’s
territorial integrity and abstain from economic coercion, the threat of force, or use of force. The
memorandum also provided for consultations of signatories “in the event of a situation arising that
raises a question concerning [parties’] commitments.”[38] The Ukrainian leadership, however, knew
full well that these security assurances would neither deter violators nor lead to their punishment.
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Following the signing of the memorandum, Leonid Kuchma, Ukraine’s new president, conceded, “If
tomorrow Russia goes into the Crimea no one will even raise an eyebrow. Besides…promises, no one
ever planned to give Ukraine any guarantees.”[39]
The consultation mechanism was invoked for the first time in 20 years in March 2014 following the
reports of a mass influx of unmarked Russian troops into Crimea, but Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov declined to participate. In a statement released following the meeting, Ukraine, the
UK, and the United States called on Russia to take seriously the assurances given “in return for
Ukraine giving up its nuclear weapons.”[40] Thus, over the years, the recognition that the nuclear
arsenal was Ukraine’s to give up has become commonplace. In the early 1990s, however, the issue
of the status of nuclear arms on Ukrainian territory was no matter of casual semantics.
Ukraine’s claim to nuclear ownership was not entirely untenable; its legal succession to the Soviet
Union was recognized in relation to conventional armed forces.[41] If successful, however, the claim
would have dragged out the country’s denuclearization indefinitely, with profound repercussions for
the entire post-Cold War settlement. It ultimately collided with the interests of Ukraine’s powerful
interlocutors and the precepts of the international nonproliferation regime. The very existence of the
NPT meant that a different set of rules applied to the nuclear part of Ukraine’s military inheritance
than to the conventional one. Furthermore, the NPT’s stark binary categories of “nuclear-weapon
state” and “non-nuclear-weapon state” could not be reconciled with Ukraine’s new category of
“nuclear ownership”—legal possession without operational control—which fell somewhere in the
middle. Ukraine could sustain its claim only by remaining outside of the NPT. That option would have
spelled isolation from the international community, which Ukraine ultimately wanted to join, not
defy.
The normative power of the NPT and the pressure applied by Russia and the United States reinforced
each other. As Ukraine yielded to these formidable political and normative pressures, it failed to
obtain binding guarantees of its national security. The importance of the Budapest Memorandum,
however, was in linking Ukraine’s accession to the NPT with security assurances against conventional
as well as nuclear threats.Because of this connection, Russia’s military campaign against Ukraine
violates the Budapest Memorandum and is detrimental to the NPT and the value of security
assurances for future nonproliferation efforts.
Last August, as Russian troops poured into eastern Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin
reminded the world that Russia is one of the world’s most powerful nuclear nations. At one time, this
privileged status carried with it a sense of special responsibility for fostering the nonproliferation
regime. Today, Russia’s nuclear boast suggests that it has resolved to use its nuclear status as a
license to act with impunity. This is a perilous situation for the NPT. Just as it had benefited from the
support of nuclear-weapon states, so is it particularly vulnerable to a nuclear possessor’s breach of
commitments undertaken in connection with the treaty.
Mariana Budjeryn is a Ph.D. candidate at the Doctoral School of Political Science, Public Policy, and
International Relations at the Central European University in Budapest. Her research focuses on the
politics of nuclear disarmament of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine after the collapse of the Soviet
Union.
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